We attempt to make a connection between the sequences of measures used to de ne Radin forcing and the coherent sequences of extenders which are the basis of modern inner model theory. We show that in certain circumstances we can read o sequences of measures as de ned by Radin from coherent sequences of extenders, and that we can de ne Radin forcing directly from a coherent extender sequence and a sequence of ordinals; this generalises Mitchell's construction of Radin forcing from a coherent sequence of measures.
Introduction
This paper was inspired by the following questions:
1. What is the relationship between Radin's version of Radin forcing, as described in 5], and Mitchell's as described in 3] ?
2. Let V = L Ẽ ] whereẼ is a coherent non-overlapping sequence of extenders, let j : V ?! M be the embedding arising fromẼ( ; ), and following Radin let a sequence u be de ned by setting u(0) = ;
and then u( ) = f X V j u 2 j(X) g;
for as long as u 2 M.
If > 0 then u( ) is a -complete ultra lter on V . What is the relationship between the measures u( ) and the extenders on the sequencẽ E?
We will give a partial answer to question 2 in the case that = ++ , and the form that the answer takes will give us the clue to a partial answer for question 1. We give a brief review of the facts about extenders and
The reader is referred to 1] for a full treatment of extenders. Our main interest here is in coherent non-overlapping extender sequences (hereafter referred to simply as \extender sequences") and the associated inner models.
E is an extender sequence ifẼ is a function with dom(Ẽ) On On such that The motivation for this de nition is that ifẼ is an extender sequence then L Ẽ ] is a good inner model, having many properties in common with Kunen's L ] and Mitchell's L Ũ ], but capable of accommodating larger cardinals. In fact L Ẽ ] models are the canonical inner models for cardinals below a strong cardinal, the theory of these models being due to Mitchell, Dodd and Jensen. We could have used core model theory to do this, but that is not necessary here (and in any case the ideas in the core model proofs are very similar).
We start by identifying the measures u(1) and u(2), which will illustrate the ideas we need to do the general case.
The measure u(1)
Recall that u(1) is the ultra lter on V given by X 2 u(1) () h i 2 j(X): the critical point of k, the extendersẼ( ; ) andẼ 1 ( ; ) must coincide for < < 1 , so that (since we certainly have agreement on critical points less than ) ( ; 1 ) is the least point of disagreement betweenẼ andẼ 1 .
Thus, the rst step in the comparison process is to apply E( ; 1 ) to V and do nothing to M 1 . This handles the disagreement at , so that subsequent steps in the comparison will involve applying extenders with critical points greater than .
Suppose that X is a witness to the truth of ( ;Ẽ), which is to say that h i 2 j(X) and h i = 2 jẼ ( ; 1 ) (X). h i 2 j 1 (X) because crit(k) = 1 > , so h i 2 i(X) since we just argued that crit(l) > . But the analysis of the iteration i shows that h i 2 jẼ ( ; 1 ) (X), which is a contradiction. This nishes the proof of the claim.
The measure u(2)
The analysis of u (2) is a little trickier, because while u(1) is essentially just a measure on ordinals, u(2) is essentially a measure on measures.
Recall that u (2) is the measure on V de ned by
Just as in the analysis of u (1), we may factor j through the ultrapower by u (2) . We need a little analysis of this situation. If we let X = f j(F)( ; u(1)) j F 2 V g then M 2 is the transitive collapse of X and k is the inverse of the collapsing map. Since P fu(1)g X it is easy to see that u(1) 2 M 2 . We claim that 1 < 2 .
To see this observe that V and M 2 agree to rank + 1, so that their ultrapowers by u(1) agree to rank j 1 ( ) + 1. In particular 1 where X is de ned from X by X = f ( ; ) j h ; 1 (Ẽ; ; )i 2 X g: Proof: As in the case of u(1), we really need to proceed by contradiction, but in this section we will ignore that aspect of the proof and simply show that if i : V ?! N and l : M 2 ?! N are the co-iteration maps for the comparison of V and M 2 , and i = l j 2 , then the claim holds. The reader who is disturbed by this is referred to the next subsection, in which we give a complete treatment for the general case.
We are now assuming that the diagram
commutes, where i and l are the co-iteration maps. As before we may argue that oẼ 2 ( ) = 2 , so that the initial step of the co-iteration is to applyẼ( ; 2 ) to V while applying nothing to M 2 . Notice that, by the nonoverlapping nature of the coherent sequences, all extenders subsequently applied during the comparison process have critical points greater than 2 . In particular crit(l) > 2 .
In the notation we just introduced, we showed in the last section that
u (1) 
Then it is easy to see that A 2 u( ), and A = 2 u( ) for < . 
If is a repeat, let it be the 2. is minimal such that 9 ( ; ;Ẽ). Now let X 2 u( ). Then u 2 j(X), and since k(u ) = u we have u 2 j (X). l has critical point greater than , which in turn is greater than , so u 2 i(X). Finally, the analysis of i gives us u 2 jẼ ( ; ) (X).
The claim is proved.
A direct de nition
In this section we will construct Radin forcing directly from a coherent sequenceẼ and a sequence of ordinals~ . We start with a motivating example, then do a general construction.
An example
Retain from the last section the assumptions that The di erence here is simply that in R v we had sequences of measures, each measure concentrating on sequences of measures, where now we have sequences of ordinals, each of which codes (viaẼ) a sequence of measures on sequences of ordinals.
This example motivates the general de nition which follows.
The general de nition
We will de ne a forcing notion R(F ;~ ) from a coherent sequenceF and a suitable sequence of ordinals .
De nition 6: LetF be a coherent sequence.~ is a good sequence forF if 1.~ is an increasing sequence of ordinals. We will not give a complete analysis of this forcing, as the results and proofs are so similar to those for the Radin forcing R v as expounded in 5]. We will however prove a few key facts, to give the avour of the proofs; the reader will notice how the coherence of the sequenceF is used here at points where, in the situation of 5], we would be using the uniform generation of the measures via a single embedding. 
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In this section we will sketch a proof that R(F ;~ ) has a certain property, namely that questions about the forcing extension can be decided by \direct" extensions. It is this property, which is characteristic of Prikry forcing and its generalisations, that legitimates R(F ;~ ) as a kind of Radin forcing.
Fix for the rest of this section a coherent sequenceF and a sequence~ which is good for F, and de ne R = R(F ;~ ).
De nition 11: Let p and q be conditions in R. p is a direct extension of q (we write p d q) if and only if p q and lh(p) = lh(q).
The direct extensions of q are those conditions that can be obtained from p by shrinking the measure one sets which appear as the second entries in the pairs comprising q. The idea is that a direct extension restricts the commitments we may make, while making no (positive) commitments itself. This ends the proof of the lemma.
To nish the proof of the theorem, apply the lemma we just proved.
This produces E 2 F(F;~ ), E E, such that every extension of the condition h(~ ; E )i is compatible with some condition h(~ ; h(~ )); (~ ; E )i. In F has only short extenders (measures) and~ grows slowly. We hope that this formulation may be helpful in understanding the exact strength of the assumptions that are needed to make various applications of Radin forcing in cardinal arithmetic and choiceless set theory.
We may also speculate that there is some similarly direct way of extracting interesting forcing notions from overlapping extender sequences, such as are used in the inner model theory for large cardinals past a strong cardinal.
